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Anchor Evaluation Committee Update 

 

Progress has occurred in regards to fixed anchors on the Mohonk Preserve since the inception of the Gunks 

Climbers’ Coalition’s Anchor Evaluation Committee (AEC) in February 2014. This brief update aims to recap 

what work has been done and bring up potential issues for the future. 

In 2015, sixteen bolted rappel stations were added to a total of ten rappel routes in the Trapps. The work was 

completed in coordination between Preserve rangers and GCC volunteers. Some of these rappel routes were 

newly established, while most followed existing popular rappel routes. In all cases complex factors were 

considered such as mitigation of environmental degradation, improved climber safety and accessibility, and 

long-term viability. Importantly, these new anchors serve climbers on many neighboring routes, dispersing 

human impact to durable surfaces instead of sensitive trees and ledges. (Figures 1 & 2). Slope restoration was 

begun in select sites by diverting foot traffic with ropes and a small sign (Figure 4). In addition, outdated 

protection bolts were replaced on nine climbs. Many more acceptable tree and natural protection anchors 

were updated with new steel hardware. 

A few issues are arising with bolted rappel stations established around early 2000s, as some approach fifteen 

to twenty years in age. Some are showing accelerated wear due to galvanic corrosion, caused by using 

hardware of dissimilar metals. Others are heavily used and toproped with; significant rope wear to the bottom 

quicklinks is common, while some bolts themselves are in need of torque inspection (Figure 3).  

These are positive steps towards realizing a long-term, sound management of fixed anchors on the Mohonk 

Preserve. The original list of 60 dangerous or damaging anchor situations on the cliff that the AEC presented to 

the Preserve in February 2014 has been reduced to 44. This committee, working in the interest of Gunks 

climbers and the health of the Shawangunk Ridge, urges the Mohonk Preserve to continue working to resolve 

this problem list down to zero. 

During the course of this work, all involved began devoting energy to understanding and following best 

practices in anchor placement and management. In a significant step forward, the Preserve hosted the 

company Petzl this spring for a two-day bolt installation workshop, the first of its kind in North America. 

Continuing this education and betterment of the Preserve’s anchor management strategy is paramount to its 

continued success. As we understand how climbers use these anchors and what options exist in anchor 

hardware and placement, we can become increasingly confident in the quality of the end product on the cliff. 

Together, our shared concerns and solutions will allow climbers to tread lightly and preserve the Shawangunk 

Ridge for generations to come.  



   
 

Figure 1: Baby, before and after. Above, erosion on top of Baby in 2013. Note severe erosion and exposed 
roots, and potential formation of erosion gully if action is not taken. Also note messy sling anchor.  

Below, present day. The gully has been filled with natural materials and is collecting soil and organic 
materials. A simple rope with a sign alerting climbers to a restoration area deters traffic. Anchor bolts were 

placed below the edge of the cliff, at a durable rock ledge.  

 

                              
 



 
Figure 2. Before and after on Betty. Above, tree anchor on Betty in 2013. Note bark wear on small tree, and 

frayed, messy spliced wires which prevent easy inspection. Below, bolted rappel anchors placed in 2014 now 
allow climbers to descend on durable rock surfaces and without utilizing trees as anchors. The erosion gully 

at the top has been filled with debris to discourage foot traffic. 

       
 
 
 



         
 

Figure 3: Top left: an example of an existing bolted anchor with mixed metals, placed circa early 2000s. Note 
corrosion on both bolt hangers and rust marks on the rock. Top right: a stainless steel anchor bolt and 

hanger, showing corrosion because of non-stainless steel quicklink attachment. Bottom right: a protection 
bolt on the popular route Arrow that snapped easily during inspection; probable cause was galvanic 

corrosion between a stainless steel hanger and bolt of plated steel. Bottom left: The quicklinks on Jackie 
show 30% wear from frequent rope use. 

 
 

       
 
 

 



 

 
Figure 4: Examples of slope restoration efforts. Above, the top of the Trapps route Jackie. A new bolted 

rappel anchor allows climbers access via durable rock; the sloping forest has been roped off, preserving soil 
and avoiding climber-generated rock fall. Below, Betty before and after. 
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